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Abstract

The escape of heavy ions from the Earth atmosphere is consequences of energization and transport mechanisms, including

photoionization, electron precipitation, ion-electron-neutral chemistry and collisions. Numerous studies considered the outflow

of O ions only, but ignored the observational record of outflowing N. In spite of 12% mass difference, N and O ions have different

ionization potentials, ionospheric chemistry, and scale heights. We expanded the Polar Wind Outflow Model (PWOM) to include

N as well as key molecular ions in the polar wind. We refer to this model expansion as the Seven Ion Polar Wind Outflow

Model (7iPWOM), which involves expanded schemes for suprathermal electron impact and ion-electron-neutral chemistry and

collisions. Numerical experiments, designed to probe the influence of season, as well as that of solar conditions, suggest that N

is a significant ion species in the polar ionosphere and its presence largely improves the polar wind solution, as compared to

observations.
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Key Points:5

• We developed a seven ion polar wind model (7iPWOM), which solves for the out-6

flowing N+ ions.7

• N+ ions are the second most abundant ionospheric species, up to 1200 km.8

• The presence of N+ ions improves the overall polar wind solution, when compared9

with observations.10
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Abstract11

The escape of heavy ions from the Earth atmosphere is consequences of energization and12

transport mechanisms, including photoionization, electron precipitation, ion-electron-13

neutral chemistry and collisions. Numerous studies considered the outflow of O+ ions14

only, but ignored the observational record of outflowing N+. In spite of 12% mass dif-15

ference, N+ and O+ ions have different ionization potentials, ionospheric chemistry, and16

scale heights. We expanded the Polar Wind Outflow Model (PWOM) to include N+ as17

well as key molecular ions in the polar wind. We refer to this model expansion as the18

Seven Ion Polar Wind Outflow Model (7iPWOM), which involves expanded schemes for19

suprathermal electron impact and ion-electron-neutral chemistry and collisions. Numer-20

ical experiments, designed to probe the influence of season, as well as that of solar con-21

ditions, suggest that N+ is a significant ion species in the polar ionosphere and its pres-22

ence largely improves the polar wind solution, as compared to observations.23

Plain Language Summary24

Nitrogen is the most abundant element in the Earths atmosphere. Around 78% N225

and 21% O2 form the air we breathe and expand into high-altitude atmosphere, the ther-26

mosphere, and eventually the ionosphere. The neutral molecules in the ionosphere are27

ionized by solar radiation, and some of them break up into atoms, and others become28

charged particles. The ionospheric ions with sufficient energy can flow out into space,29

and the abundances of these outflowing ionospheric ions highly impact the near-Earth30

plasma properties. Studies focused on outflowing O+ ions have been conducted for sev-31

eral years. However, the contribution of N+ ions to the outflow solution is still largely32

unknown due to the instrumental limitations. This letter addresses the transport and33

energization of ionospheric N+ ions based on theoretical predictions, and examines the34

role of N+ ions to the collision and chemistry in the topside ionosphere. This study shows35

that N+ ions are an important component in the high-altitude polar ionosphere and their36

abundances can be affected by the sunlight and seasonal variations.37

1 Introduction38

While the magnetospheric H+ ions are sourced both in the solar wind and the iono-39

sphere, the heavier ions, such as N+ and O+, can only come from the Earth’s ionosphere40

through the process of ionospheric escape. The polar wind, first suggested by Axford [1968],41

represents an ambipolar outflow of thermal plasma from the high-latitude ionosphere to42

the low pressure magnetosphere. As it flows out, the polar wind undergoes several regimes,43

from chemical to diffusion dominance, from subsonic to supersonic flow, from collision44

dominated to collisionless, and the composition is changing from heavy to light ion dom-45

inance [Ganguli, 1996]. The acceleration of ionospheric H+ has been well explained by46

the “classical polar wind theory” [Banks & Holzer, 1968, P. M. Banks, 1970], where the47

ambipolar electric field continuously accelerates the ions and electrons upward, provid-48

ing sufficient acceleration to allow them to overcome gravity. However, this theory, does49

not include the necessary acceleration mechanisms required to explain the acceleration50

of heavy ions and their subsequent escape from the ionosphere.51

Since the discovery of O+ ions in the magnetosphere [Shelley et al., 1972], the im-52

pact and contribution of O+ ions in the Earth’s magnetosphere-ionosphere system has53

been the subject of numerous studies [e.g. R. W. Schunk & Raitt, 1980, R. W. Schunk54

& Sojka, 1997, Glocer, Tóth, Gombosi, & Welling, 2009, Ilie et al., 2013, 2015]. Heavy55

ions, which most studies considered to be O+ only, control the mass and energy flow in56

the Earth’s magnetosphere [Hamilton et al., 1988, Daglis et al., 1999, Winglee et al., 2002].57

The presence of the heavy ions in the Earth’s magnetosphere can alter the wave prop-58

agation [Keika et al., 2011, Summers & Thorne, 2003, Summers et al., 2007, Bashir &59

Ilie, 2018], the mass loading of the magnetospheric plasma [Winglee et al., 2002, Nosé60
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et al., 2005, Garcia et al., 2010, Wiltberger et al., 2010], the ring current formation and61

decay [Hamilton et al., 1988, Daglis et al., 1999, Kistler et al., 1989, Liemohn et al., 1999],62

and the cross polar cap potential (CPCP) [Winglee et al., 2002, Glocer, Tóth, Ma, et63

al., 2009, Ilie et al., 2013]. However, most of the past and current space missions lacked64

the possibility to distinguish N+ from O+, most likely due to low mass resolution of avail-65

able instrumentation. Therefore, the observational record of N+ ions has been overlooked,66

and the transport and energization of ionospheric N+ has not been considered by most67

studies. For example, the Ionosphere/Polar Wind Model (IPWM) assumes N+ ions as68

stationary, while the density of N+ ions is determined from chemical equilibrium because69

they are considered a minor ion species and therefore, their dynamics are less important70

[Varney et al., 2014]. In spite of only 12% mass difference between N+ (m = 14) and O+
71

(m = 16), as well as the same electric charge, N+ and O+ have different properties and72

manifest different behaviors [Ilie & Liemohn, 2016].73

It is well established that O+ is dominant ion up to 4000-7000 km [A. W. Yau et74

al., 2007, Yau et al., 2012]. Albeit limited, several early NASA space missions reported75

on the presence and the importance of N+ ions, in addition to that of O+, in the ter-76

restrial ionosphere. During undisturbed time, Polar Orbiting Geophysical Observatory77

(OGO2) and Explorer 31 observed significant amounts of N+ ions in the ionosphere be-78

tween 500 and 1400 km above 60◦ latitude, and the number density of N+ ions are gen-79

erally 5 to 30 % of O+ ions [Brinton et al., 1968, Hoffman, 1967, Brinton et al., 1971].80

Moreover, Ion Mass Spectrometer (IMS) on board NASA International Satellite for Iono-81

spheric Studies (ISIS-2) [Hoffman, 1970] indicated that abundances of N+ ions consis-82

tently varied together with those of O+ ions at roughly one order of magnitude lower83

[Hoffman et al., 1974]. In addition, N+ seems to be a constant companion of outflow-84

ing O+ during the storm time [Chappell et al., 1981], and its concentration varied with85

geomagnetic conditions [Craven et al., 1995]. The abundance of N+ ions in the ionosphere86

was reported to increase dramatically during the geomagnetic storm time [Hoffman et87

al., 1974]. Ion flux measurements from the suprathermal mass spectrometer (SMS) on88

board the Akebono satellite ([Whalen et al., 1990, A. Yau & Whalen, 1992]) also showed89

that the ratio of N+/O+ ∼ 1 in the dayside high-altitude (> 1000 km) polar (> 70◦)90

ionosphere during the main phase of a large storm.91

Although several other observations have shown the importance of ionospheric N+
92

ions in the ionosphere and magnetosphere, the mechanisms responsible for accelerating93

the ionospheric N+ ions from eV to keV energies, as well as the relative abundance of94

N+ ions in the high-altitude ionosphere, are still largely unknown. In the topside iono-95

sphere, three possible mechanisms are known to produce and energize N+ ions in the po-96

lar wind: Suprathermal Electron (SE) impact, ion-neutral-electron collisions, and chem-97

istry. The presence of SE can increase the electric potential drop, and alter the ambipo-98

lar electric field [Khazanov et al., 1997, Glocer et al., 2012, Glocer et al., 2017]. More-99

over, the reflected photoelectrons are considered to be a significant source of heat for the100

topside polar ionosphere [Varney et al., 2014]. Ion-neutral-electron collision and chem-101

istry also play a fundamental role in the dynamics and energetics of the polar wind [R. Schunk102

& Nagy, 2009]. Ion-neutral-electron chemistry acts as a source of ions in the polar wind,103

while collisions are the main energy and momentum source for heavy ions upflow, as they104

can acquire sufficient energy from various collision mechanisms, including Coulomb col-105

lisions (ion-ion), non-resonant ion-neutral interactions, resonant charge exchange, and106

electron-neutral interactions [A. W. Yau et al., 1993]. This letter presents the first study107

that addresses the role of N+ ions in the overall polar wind outflow solution, based on108

a first principle numerical model, that is the Seven Ion Polar Wind Outflow Model (7iP-109

WOM), developed from the Polar Wind Outflow Model (PWOM) [Glocer, Tóth, Gom-110

bosi, & Welling, 2009, Glocer et al., 2012, Glocer et al., 2017, 2018].111
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2 Seven Ion Polar Wind Outflow Model112

To assess the role of N+ ions to the overall outflow solution, the Polar Wind Out-
flow Model (PWOM) of Glocer et al. [2018], has been further developed to include N+

ions in the ionospheric plasma. The PWOM solves for the supersonic ionospheric out-
flow solution, along high-latitude magnetic field lines, ranging from 250 km to a few Earth
radii, and 65◦ latitude or above. The gyrotropic transport equations, including conti-
nuity, momentum, and energy equations, as well as the ambipolar electric field, derived
from generalized Ohm’s equation, are solved for electrons, and 3 ion species, namely H+,
He+, and O+. The number density of the neutral species, including O, H, O2, N2, and
He, are derived from NRLMSISE-00 empirical model [Picone et al., 2002]. The equation
set [Gombosi & Nagy, 1989] is shown in the equation 1-4:

∂

∂t
(Aρi) +

∂

∂r
(Aρiui) = ASi (1)

∂

∂t
(Aρiui) +

∂

∂r
(Aρiu

2
i ) +A

∂pi
∂r

= Aρi(
e

mi
E‖ − g) +A

δMi

δt
+AuiSi (2)

∂

∂t
(
1

2
Aρiu

2
i +

1

γi − 1
Api) +

∂

∂r
(
1

2
Aρiu

3
i +

γi
γi − 1

Auipi) = Aρiui(
e

mi
E‖ − g)

+
∂

∂r
(Aκi

∂Ti
∂r

) +A
δEi
δt

+Aui
δMi

δt
+

1

2
Au2iSi

(3)

E‖ = − 1

ene
[
∂

∂r
(pe + ρeu

2
e) +

A′

A
ρeu

2
e] +

1

ene
(
∑
i

me

mi
[(ue − ui)Si −

δMi

δt
] +

δMe

δt
) (4)

The subscript of “i” and “e” refer to the ion and electron species, respectively. The pa-
rameter r represents the distance from the footpoint of the magnetic field line, m is the
particle mass, ρ represents the mass density, A is the cross-sectional area of a magnetic
flux tube which varies inversely with the magnetic field strength, A′, is the gradient of
A, γ represents the specific heat ratio, κ denotes the heat conductivity, k is Boltzmann’s
constant, and g is the local gravitational acceleration. The following three terms will be
further discussed: Si represents the production or loss rates of a particular species, δMδt
is the momentum exchange rate, and δE

δt represents the energy exchange rate. Noted that
the equation 4 in Gombosi & Nagy [1989] was incorrect and the correct version is pre-
sented here. Since the PWOM assumes that the plasma is quasi-neutral, electrons are
solved from the charge neutrality condition, and a steady state of electron velocity and
energy assumption with the limitation of current conservation, as shown in the equations
5-8:

ne =
∑
i

ni (5)

ue =
1

ne
(
∑
i

niui −
j

e
) (6)

j = j0
A0

A
(7)

ρe
∂Te
∂t

= (γe − 1)
me

kA

∂

∂r
(Aκe

∂Te
∂r

) − ρeue
∂Te
∂r

−Te[Se +
γe − 1

A
ρe

∂

∂r
(Aue)] + (γe − 1)

me

k

δEe
δt

(8)

Note that j represents the electric current density, and the subscript 0 denotes the value113

for certain reference altitude, at which we assume that the cross sectional area A is 1 cm2,114

and corresponds to the lower boundary of the magnetic flux tube.115

For the rest of the letter, we will refer to the PWOM of Glocer et al. [2018] as the116

3-ion PWOM (3iPWOM), since it only solved for 3 ion species. The inclusion of N+ as117

an additional ion species required the expansion of the PWOM from 3 to 7 ions. The118

Seven Ion Polar Wind Outflow Model (7iPWOM), developed from the 3iPWOM solves119
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the same transport equations for electron, and accounts for the contributions of 7 ions,120

H+, He+, N+, O+, N+
2 , NO+, and O+

2 . The inclusion of the molecular ion species, such121

as N+
2 , NO+, and O+

2 ions, is required in the 7iPWOM due to their significant abundances122

in the topside ionosphere, as well as their importance in the ionospheric photo-chemistry123

[Solomon, 2010, Richards & Voglozin, 2011]. At this stage, the model does not track the124

field aligned transport of molecular ion species, and they are assumed to be stationary125

and having the same fixed temperature as the neutral species; however, the molecular126

ion densities are determined via chemical equilibrium. The neutrals number density are127

obtained from NRLMSISE-00 empirical model. However, the 7iPWOM includes two ad-128

ditional neutral species, NO and N. While the neutral N density is available from NRLMSISE-129

00 model, the neutral NO density is not, so it is approximated based on the chemical equi-130

librium value in the upper thermosphere [Bailey et al., 2002, Siskind et al., 2004]. This131

is a reasonable assumption since the polar wind neutrals are considered as static species,132

meaning that there is no upward flux above 200 km. Therefore, the density of neutral133

NO only depends on the chemical source. In order to describe possible mechanisms that134

produce and energize N+ ions in the polar wind, the 7iPWOM developed expanded schemes,135

including ionospheric chemistry and collision, as well as suprathermal electron produc-136

tion. In the following sections, we present a detailed description of the 7iPWOM, and137

the impact of these changes on the 3iPWOM.138

2.1 Updated chemical scheme139

In 7iPWOM, the production and loss of all ionospheric ion species contribute to140

the source term Si in the equation 1 - 3, implying that the change of the chemical scheme141

significantly impacts the outflow solution. The expanded chemical scheme includes twenty142

chemical reactions in 7iPWOM, and are presented in Table 1. The SE production rate143

of outflowing ions are described in the following section. Other than the production of144

N+ ions from the SE production, N+ ions can be produced via dissociative charge trans-145

fer between He+ and N2, and between N+
2 and N. Conversely, N+ ions can be lost through146

charge exchange with neutral atmosphere, such as with H, O2, NO and O, and the re-147

combination with thermal electrons. The 7iPWOM expanded chemical scheme provides148

not only how N+ and molecular ions are produced and lost, but also the additional ion149

production and loss sources for O+ and H+. For instance, O+ ions can be produced via150

charge exchange between N+ with neutral O2 and O, and between N+
2 and O, while O+

151

ions are lost via charge exchange between O+ and neutral NO.152

2.2 Updated collision scheme153

Collision processes are responsible for the change in momentum and energy (via154

the δM
δt and δE

δt terms in the equation 2 and 3). The momentum and energy exchange155

due to collision processes are approximated using the momentum transfer collision fre-156

quencies as the Chapman-Cowling collision integrals [R. Schunk & Nagy, 2009]. That157

is, any velocity and temperature difference of between ion, neutral, or electron can cause158

the change of the momentum and energy transport equations. The 7iPWOM includes159

all the relevant collision parameters between ion-neutral-electron collisions, including Coulomb160

collisions, and resonant and non-resonant ion-neutral interactions. Therefore, since the161

7iPWOM accounts for four additional ion species, including N+, N+
2 , NO+, O+

2 , and two162

additional neutral species, NO and N, the contributions of collisions to the momentum163

and energy transport equations from all ions and neutrals in the 7iPWOM are expected164

to change.165

2.3 Suprathermal electron production rate166

The SE production rates in the 7iPWOM are calculated based on the GLobal air-167

glOW (GLOW) model [Solomon et al., 1988] solution, a two-stream electron transport168
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Table 1: Updated Chemical Scheme in the 7iPWOMa

Chemistry process Reaction rate(cm3s−1) Reference

O+ hν −−→ O+ + e– see text

O2 +hν −−→ O+ +O+ e– see text

He+ hν −−→ He+ + e– see text

H+ hν −−→ H+ + e– see text

O+ e* −−→ O+ +2 e– see text

O2 + e* −−→ O+ +O+2 e– see text

He+ e* −−→ He+ +2 e– see text

H+ e* −−→ H+ +2 e– see text

O+ +N2 −−→ N+NO+ 1.2× 10−12 [R. Schunk & Nagy, 2009]

O+ +O2 −−→ O2
+ +O 2.1× 10−11 [R. Schunk & Nagy, 2009]

He+ +O2 −−→ O+ +O+He 9.7× 10−10 [R. Schunk & Nagy, 2009]

He+ +N2 −−→ N2
+ +He 5.2× 10−10 [R. Schunk & Nagy, 2009]

He+ +N2 −−→ N+ +N+He 7.8× 10−10 [R. Schunk & Nagy, 2009]

H+ +O −−→ H+O+ 2.2× 10−11 × T 0.5
e [R. Schunk & Nagy, 2009]

H+O+ −−→ H+ +O 2.5× 10−11 × T 0.5
e [R. Schunk & Nagy, 2009]

N+ hν −−→ N+ + e– see text

N2 +hν −−→ N+ +N+ e– see text

N2 +hν −−→ N2
+ + e– see text

O2 +hν −−→ O2
+ + e– see text

NO+hν −−→ N+ +O+ e– see text

NO+hν −−→ NO+ + e– see text

NO+hν −−→ O+ +N+ e– see text

N2 + e* −−→ N2
+ +2 e– see text

O2 + e* −−→ O2
+ +2 e– see text

N2 + e* −−→ 2N+ +3 e– see text

N2 + e* −−→ N+ +N+2 e– see text

N+ +O2 −−→ NO+ +O 3.07× 10−10 [R. Schunk & Nagy, 2009]

N+ +O2 −−→ O2
+ +N 2.32× 10−10 [R. Schunk & Nagy, 2009]

N+ +O2 −−→ O+ +NO 4.6× 10−11 [R. Schunk & Nagy, 2009]

N+ +NO −−→ NO+ +N 2× 10−11 [Lindinger et al., 1974]

N+ +O −−→ N+O+ 2.2× 10−12 [Richards & Voglozin, 2011]

N+ +H −−→ N+H+ 3.6× 10−12 [Harada et al., 2010]

N2
+ +N −−→ N+ +N2 10−11 [Richards & Voglozin, 2011]

N2
+ +NO −−→ NO+ +N2 4.1× 10−10 [R. Schunk & Nagy, 2009]

N2
+ +O −−→ NO+ +N 1.3× 10−10 [R. Schunk & Nagy, 2009]

N2
+ +O −−→ O+ +N2 1.0× 10−11 [R. Schunk & Nagy, 2009]

N2
+ +O2 −−→ O2

+ +N2 5.0× 10−11 [R. Schunk & Nagy, 2009]

O+ +NO −−→ NO+ +O 8.0× 10−13 [R. Schunk & Nagy, 2009]

N+ + e– −−→ N 3.6× 10−12 × ( 250
Te

)0.7 [R. Schunk & Nagy, 2009]

N2
+ + e– −−→ N+N 2.2× 10−7 × ( 300

Te
)0.39 [R. Schunk & Nagy, 2009]

NO+ + e– −−→ N+O 4.0× 10−7 × ( 300
Te

)0.5 [R. Schunk & Nagy, 2009]

O2
+ + e– −−→ O+O 2.4× 10−7 × ( 300

Te
)0.7 [R. Schunk & Nagy, 2009]

aThe complete chemical scheme adopted in the 7iPWOM (blue and black) vs. in 3iPWOM (black only). Note
that e∗ represents the suprathermal electrons.

model, which provides the photo- and secondary electron fluxes at various energies. The169

details of the suprathermal electron transport equation, and coupling with 3iPWOM are170

presented in Glocer et al. [2018]. The 3iPWOM assumes that the SE impacts mostly the171

production of O+. However, with the cross-sectional area of the neutral-electron colli-172

sion provided [Gronoff, Simon Wedlund, Mertens, & Lillis, 2012, Gronoff, Simon Wed-173

lund, Mertens, Barthlemy, et al., 2012], and the density of the relevant neutral species174

from NRLMSISE-00 model, the 7iPWOM has the capability to derive the production175

rate of each ion species. This expanded scheme can also quantify the SE production on176

the heavy ions, under different geomagnetic activity conditions.177

3 Data178

The observational data set used here comes from the Atmosphere Explorer (AE-179

C) and OGO-6 satellites, which covered from ∼ 120 - 1200 km altitude. The ion mass180

spectrometers on board the OGO-6 and AE-C were nearly identical [Hoegy et al., 1991],181

–6–
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and all ion densities were either measured by a Bennet radio frequency ion mass spec-182

trometer [Brinton et al., 1973, Taylor Jr., 1973] or a magnetic ion mass spectrometer [Hoff-183

man et al., 1973]. The AE-C, launched in December 1973, aimed to study the structure184

of thermosphere, especially how the photochemical processes govern the region [Richards185

& Voglozin, 2011]. During the first year of operation, the latitude of perigee moved from186

about 68◦ north down to about 60◦ south, and the orbit became circular at ∼ 390 km187

altitude. The OGO-6 was launched in June 1969 as one of the large observatory to study188

the interrelation of high-altitude atmospheric parameters during increased solar activ-189

ity [Jackson & Vette, 1975]. Although inclination of OGO-6 orbit was 82◦ north, the tilt190

of the dipole axis results in a wide range of latitude coverage [Taylor Jr., 1971].191

The ion density data used in this letter are retrieved from Craven et al. [1995], and192

has been digitized to use. Each AE data point was averaged over 40 km altitude, all ac-193

tivity levels, and over six hours local time centered on noon or midnight. The data was194

divided into two ranges based on the invariant latitudes, as 60◦-70◦ and 70◦-90◦, and av-195

eraged. The OGO-6 data similarly, and included all events for which the F10.7 flux was196

larger than 120 ×10−22 WHz/m2 during the peak solar activity of cycle 20, and was rep-197

resentative of solar maximum. The F10.7 index during the AE-C mission was generally198

∼ 70 to 100 ×10−22 WHz/m2 and this data provides ion densities during solar minimum199

[Craven et al., 1995, Grebowsky et al., 1993].200

4 Results201

This letter presents an analysis of the relative contribution of the nitrogen ions to202

the overall outflow solutions based on eight different sets of numerical experiments, de-203

signed to probe the influence of season, as well as that of solar conditions. The 7iPWOM204

model results are validated using the data sets described in Section 3.205

4.1 Simulation configuration206

Figure 1 shows the simulation results from eight different sets of numerical exper-207

iments, designed to take advantage of data availability. All of the simulations use a time208

step of 10−3 s, with a field aligned grid spacing of 20 km. The lower boundary of the 7iP-209

WOM is at 200 km altitude, where the number density of ions are determined based on210

the chemical equilibrium assumption. The upper boundary is set around 8,000 km al-211

titude, and assumes to be a low pressure region where the ion pressure decays with the212

ion scale height.213

The 7iPWOM performance is validated using the data from OGO-6 satellites and214

AE-C satellite. The latitude locations for the footpoint of the field lines used for these215

eight simulations were selected to allow assessment of the effect of the solar zenith an-216

gle. To test the influence of solar conditions, we have run simulations for both Solar Max-217

imum (top row) and Solar Minimum (bottom row) conditions. From left to right, each218

column presents the number density for H+ (green line), He+ (light green line), O+ (blue219

line) and N+ (orange line) transported along field lines which the footpoints are located220

at noon and midnight during summer conditions, and noon and midnight during win-221

ter conditions. The upward transport of these ions in the Earths polar ionosphere (200222

- 1200 km) is solved for using both the 7iPWOM (solid line) and the 3iPWOM (dashed223

line), and comparison with the appropriate data (dotted line) from OGO-6 and AE-C224

for various solar flux and seasonal conditions is presented. Each simulation is initialized225

for 10 hours to achieve steady state. The nightside solutions are obtained via a 24 hour226

simulation which allows a field line from the noon sector to convect across the polar cap227

to the night sector for multiple times, with the convection velocity (~u =
~E× ~B
B2 ). Noted228

that as mentioned in Section 3, each data point from AE-C and OGO-6 was averaged229

over 40 km altitude, and over six hours local time. Therefore, the results from the 7iP-230

WOM and the 3iPWOM are chosen to be the center of invariant latitude regions for the231
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comparison of dayside solutions, and averaged from multiple simulations of magnetic field232

lines in neighbored locations to compare nightside solutions. For example, summer noon233

is represented by the steady state solution of a single field line located in 80◦ latitude234

and 12 MLT, which is centered in the region of 70◦ – 90◦ latitudes. Summer midnight235

is averaged by the convection result between one around 60◦ – 65◦ latitude and 65◦ –236

70◦ latitude for the other, with the longitude close to 0 MLT. Note that the roots of sim-237

ulated field lines are all located in the Earth’s northern hemisphere, meaning that Sum-238

mer is denoted by July 20th and Winter is set as December 20th.239

4.2 The role of N+ in the outflow solution240

Figure 1 shows that the 7iPWOM provides a reasonable prediction of the polar wind241

solutions in 200 - 1200 km altitude, as compared with observations. For all geomagnetic242

conditions, the simulated ion number densities based on the 7iPWOM model are sim-243

ilar to the observed averaged OGO-6 or AE-C data. As expected, the O+ ion is the most244

abundant ion species in the polar wind at these altitudes. However, the N+ ion is the245

second most abundant ion for all geomagnetic conditions, confirming that N+ ions are246

an important component of ionospheric outflow. Under most conditions, N+ concentra-247

tions exceeds He+ in concentration. Moreover, the abundance of N+ ions consistently248

vary together with that of O+ ions, being about one order magnitude lower for all sea-249

sons and solar conditions. All of these findings are in agreements with measurements from250

early missions, such as OGO-2 [Brinton et al., 1968], Explorer 31 [Hoffman, 1967, 1970]251

and ISIS-2 [Hoffman et al., 1974].252

Figure 1 also shows that the 3iPWOM generally predicts higher number densities253

of O+, and lower number density of He+, as compared to the 7iPWOM solution. For in-254

stance, during solar maximum summer noon conditions, the number density of He+ ions255

as predicted by 3iPWOM is one order of magnitude lower than the solution provided by256

the 7iPWOM, and the number density of O+ ions predicted by the 7iPWOM is ∼ 50%257

of that predicted by the 3iPWOM. This, together with the demonstrated improvement258

in data-model comparison, shows that the inclusion of N+ ions in the polar wind model259

is important to ionospheric outflow modeling. The roles of ion-neutral-electron chem-260

istry, collision, and SE production in the overall evolution of the polar wind solution when261

N+ ions are present, are examined later in this letter.262

4.3 Variations due to seasons and solar flux263

The variations in the N+ number density due to changes in the solar flux are also264

presented in Figure 1. The abundances of both N+ and O+ ions decrease as the solar265

activity (represented by F10.7 index as a proxy in the model) decreases, but H+ abun-266

dances are less affected. The 7iPWOM predicts higher heavy ion number densities in the267

sunlit and summer conditions, compared with dark and winter conditions. One of biggest268

improvement the 7iPWOM brings, is the capability to capture the seasonal variation of269

He+ ions, which at 1000 km altitude in the winter season is one order magnitude larger270

than the summer, a feature the 3iPWOM does not capture. This significant seasonal vari-271

ation of He+ ions is due to the “winter helium bulge”, which is an increase of helium neu-272

tral concentration at the exobase [Keating & Prior, 1968, Raitt et al., 1978, Liu et al.,273

2014].274

During solar minimum, the 7iPWOM N+ densities are lower compared to the AE-275

C data, especially above the 400 km altitude. A likely explanation is that the role of molec-276

ular ions become important during the solar minimum. Figure 2 (a1) shows the produc-277

tion rate of N+ ions during the solar maximum summer noon, and the SE production278

is the most important reaction. This indicates that N+ production is highly sensitive to279

solar activity. Therefore, the roles of the chemical reactions relevant to N+ have been280

elevated during low solar flux activity, meaning that the productions of N+ via charge281

transfer between He+ and N2, and between N+
2 and N, become important.282
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4.3.1 The role of chemistry283

The chemical scheme plays a major role in determining the sources and losses of284

ionospheric plasma [R. Schunk & Nagy, 2009]. Figure 2 (a1-a4) shows the production285

and loss of N+ and O+ ions via various chemical reactions as described in Table 1. In286

addition to production via SE production, heavy ions below 500 km can be produced by287

chemical reactions involving N+, molecular ions, and neutral nitrogen-relevant species.288

Chemical reactions related to N+ and molecular ions are important to produce heavy289

ions in the low altitude (Figure 2 (a1 - a4)), while as the altitude increases, the recom-290

bination reactions with e− and the charge exchange of neutral H with heavy ions start291

to dominate, and can efficiently remove heavy ions from the polar wind. For example,292

the resonant charge exchange between H+ and O is the major source for O+ ions pro-293

duction [P. Banks & Kockarts, 1973, A. W. Yau et al., 2007]. However, the charge ex-294

change between N+ and O can be the third important chemical reaction to produce O+
295

ions and remove N+. Figure 2 (a4) shows that the charge exchange between O+ and NO,296

and the recombination of e− and O+ efficiently remove O+ at low altitudes. During so-297

lar maximum summer noon conditions, the O+ number density in the 7iPWOM chem-298

ical equilibrium solution of is 4.86×104cm−3, only 57% of that in the 3iPWOM solu-299

tion, which is originally 1.17×105cm−3. On the other hand, the number density of N+,300

molecular ions are 5.73×103cm−3, and 7.2×104cm−3. However, the total ion number301

density based on 7iPWOM (1.21×105cm−3) and 3iPWOM (1.17×105cm−3) are simi-302

lar. The presence of N+ in the ionospheric outflow largely redistributes the ion compo-303

sition into different ion species and alters their altitude profile.304

4.3.2 The role of collisions305

Figure 2 (b) shows the temperature profile of H+, He+, O+ and N+ ions during306

summer solar maximum from 3iPWOM and the 7iPWOM respectively. In the collision-307

dominated region, the temperature of ions, mainly determined by the ion-neutral-electron308

collision, are identical for all the ion species. However, as the altitude goes up, the tem-309

peratures of N+ and O+ ions decrease as the velocity of H+ increases, meaning that the310

temperature of O+ and N+ ions are tightly coupled with cold neutral species. Compared311

with the ion temperatures between the 3iPWOM and 7iPWOM, the 7iPWOM mostly312

predicted higher ion temperatures. The temperature of O+, He+ and H+ ions increase313

due to the additional energy contribution from N+ ions and updated neutral species. Fur-314

thermore, Figure 2 (b) presents the temperature of N+ ions in high-altitude, which is315

lower than that of O+ ions. This might be explained by the differences in the N+-H and316

O+-H collision, which are non-resonant and resonant collision respectively. The energy317

transfer rate of the resonant collision is larger than that for non-resonant collisions, caus-318

ing the temperature profile of N+ to divert earlier than other ion species. Overall, the319

7iPWOM solution accounts for the collisional contribution from N+ ions and neutral species320

to the momentum and energy transfer, leading to different temperature profiles between321

the 3iPWOM and 7iPWOM.322

4.3.3 The role of suprathermal electron323

The suprathermal electrons, even in small amounts, have been considered as an im-324

portant energy source for the heavy ion outflow [Khazanov et al., 1997, Glocer et al., 2018].325

Figure 2 (a1-a2) shows a comparison of ion production and loss profiles based on the 7iP-326

WOM and 3iPWOM solutions. It can be seen that the SE production is a major heavy327

ion production source in the polar wind. He+ ions are only produced by the SE, and the328

7iPWOM predicts He+ abundances one order of magnitude more than the 3iPWOM does.329

The 3iPWOM uses a fixed but scaled He+ production rate, while the 7iPWOM has an330

expanded scheme for SE production with altitude dependence. On the other hand, Fig-331

ure 2 (c) shows the SE production by the 7iPWOM and the 3iPWOM. The dashed blue332

line represents the production of O+ ions due to SE production within the 3iPWOM,333
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Figure 1: Polar wind densities for H+ (light green line), He+ (dark green line), O+ (blue
line) and N+ (orange line) ions as predicted by 7iPWOM (solid line) and 3iPWOM
(dashed line) under various solar and seasonal conditions. The dotted lines represent
the data from AE-C (solar minimum) or OGO-6 (solar maximum).

equal to the total SE production rate, and the solid blue line shows O+ ions production334

rate due to SE production in the 7iPWOM. The 7iPWOM can account for the SE pro-335

duction rate as a function of altitude for all ion species, while the 3iPWOM assumes most336

of the SE production is linked to the production of O+ ions only. This improvement of337

the 7iPWOM might be explained by this expanded scheme of SE production.338

5 Summary339

We have developed a seven ion polar wind model (7iPWOM), as an extension of340

the 3iPWOM of Glocer et al. [2018], which solves for the transport of H+, He+, O+, N+,341

and e−, and includes three static minor ion species, NO+, N+
2 and O+

2 . Eight sets of nu-342

merical experiments have been conducted under various seasonal and solar conditions,343

and the 7iPWOM numerical model has been validated using data from the OGO-6 and344

AE-C satellites. Numerical simulations using the 7iPWOM suggest that (1) N+ ions play345

an important role in the ionospheric outflow for all conditions, and the number density346

of N+ ions is consistently one order magnitude less than O+ ions at altitudes below 1200347

km; (2) The schemes of SE production, chemistry and collision applied in the 7iPWOM348

improve the polar wind solution significantly, as it leads to an improved solution for He+349

ions and captures their seasonal variations; (3) The ion-electron-neutral chemistry and350

SE production control the production and loss of N+, and the ion-electron-neutral col-351

lisions are responsible for their upward transport; (4) N+ ions are more likely to couple352

with cold neutral species, than the O+ ions. This implies that the extra energy source353

provided by the inclusion of N+ ions, such as through wave particle interactions, could354

have a profound influence on the upward transport of all polar wind ion species.355

The 7iPWOM provides an updated view into the transport mechanisms behind the356

up-flowing of the major heavy ion species. Observations from SupraThermal Ion Com-357

position Spectrometer (STICS) on board the Geotail indicates significant presence of N+
358

and molecular ions in the magnetosphere [Christon et al., 2020]; however, their trans-359
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Figure 2: (a1 – a4) Comparison of ion production and losses between 200 – 2500 km,
based on 3iPWOM (black) and 7iPWOM (colored lines); (b) Ion production rate by SE
in the 7iPWOM (solid) vs. 3iPWOM (dashed); (c) Altitude dependent ion temperature
profiles based on the 3iPWOM (dashed) vs. 7iPWOM (solid) solutions;
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port is not quantified, nor understood, at this time. Therefore, knowledge of the differ-360

ential transport and path of energization for the ionospheric heavy ions will help inter-361

pret observations and guide the development of instrumentation for future missions.362
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